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THE GROTHENDIECK–SERRE CONJECTURE OVER VALUATION RINGS
NING GUO
Abstract. In this article, we establish the Grothendieck–Serre conjecture over valuation rings:
for a reductive group scheme G over a valuation ring V with fraction field K, a G-torsor over
V is trivial if it is trivial over K. This result is predicted by the original Grothendieck–Serre
conjecture and the resolution of singularities. The novelty of our proof lies in overcoming
subtleties brought by general nondiscrete valuation rings. By using flasque resolutions and
inducting with local cohomology, we prove a non-Noetherian counterpart of Colliot-Thélène–
Sansuc’s case of tori. Then, taking advantage of techniques in algebraization, we obtain the
passage to the Henselian rank one case. Finally, we induct on Levi subgroups and use the
integrality of rational points of anisotropic groups to reduce to the semisimple anisotropic case,
in which we appeal to properties of parahoric subgroups in Bruhat–Tits theory to conclude.
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1. The Grothendieck–Serre conjecture and Zariski’s local uniformization
Originally conceived by A. Grothendieck [Gro58, pp. 26-27, Rem. 3] and J.-P. Serre [Ser58, p. 31, Rem.]
in 1958, the prototype of the Grothendieck–Serre conjecture predicted that for an algebraic group G
over an algebraically closed field k, a G-torsor over a nonsingular k-variety is Zariski-locally trivial if
it is generically trivial. With its subsequent generalization to regular base schemes by A. Grothendieck
[Gro68, Rem. 1.11.a] and the localization by spreading out, the conjecture became the following.
Conjecture 1.1 (Grothendieck–Serre). For a reductive group scheme G over a regular local ring R with
fraction field K, the following map between nonabelian étale cohomology pointed sets has trivial kernel:
H1e´tpR,Gq Ñ H
1
e´tpK,Gq;
in other words, a G-torsor over R is trivial if its restriction over K is trivial.
Diverse variants and cases of Conjecture 1.1 were derived in the last several decades. For the history of
the topic, we refer to [Guo19,FP15]. The goal of this article is to settle the analogue of Conjecture 1.1
when R is instead assumed to be a valuation ring. This variant is expected because of the following
consequence of the resolution of singularities conjecture, a weak form of Zariski’s local uniformization.
Conjecture 1.2 (Zariski). Every valuation ring is a filtered direct limit of regular local rings.
By assuming Conjecture 1.2, a limit argument [Gir71, VII, 2.1.6] reduces the Grothendieck–Serre conjec-
ture over valuation rings to the original Conjecture 1.1. In particular, the combination of Conjecture 1.1
and 1.2 predicts our following main result.
Theorem 1.3. For a reductive group scheme G over a valuation ring V with fraction field K, the map
H1e´tpV,Gq Ñ H
1
e´tpK,Gq is injective. (♦)
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The special case of Theorem 1.3 when G is an orthogonal group for a nondegenerate quadratic form and
V is a valuation ring in which 2 is invertible was proved in [CTS87, 6.4] and [CLRR80, Thm. 4.5].
The non-Noetherianness of general valuation rings introduces considerable subtleties, even when G is
a torus. Namely, in this case we can no longer adopt the method of [CTS87, 4.1] and need to devise
alternative arguments. For instance, a crucial ingredient of loc. cit. is the exact sequence of étale sheaves
0Ñ Gm,S Ñ i˚pGm,ξq Ñ ‘xPSp1qix˚pZxq Ñ 0, (1.3.1)
where S is a semilocal regular scheme with the union of generic points i : ξ Ñ S and x ranges over
the points of codimension 1. Being used in the proof of [CTS87, 2.2], however, the right-exactness
of (1.3.1) holds on the premise that all Weil divisors are principal, which fails for valuation rings, see
[EGA IV4, 21.6.9]. To circumvent this, after using a flasque resolution of tori, we take advantage of local
cohomology techniques to induct on the rank of the valuation ring. This reduces us to the following:
for a flasque torus F over a valuation ring pV,mV q, we have H2mV pV, F q “ 0. (˚)
For a flasque torus with character group Λ, by definition (§2.1), the Galois action on Λ has special
properties, so certain Galois cohomology of Λ vanishes, which leads to the vanishing of local cohomology
(˚) and therefore the case of tori:
Proposition 1.4 (Proposition 2.4). For a torus T over a valuation ring V with fraction field K,
the map H1e´tpV, T q ãÑ H
1
e´tpK,T q is injective.
This case of tori, in turn, yields the simplest case of the product formula stated in (1.4.1) below (or, see
Lemma 4.3), which is essential for further reduction of Theorem 1.3.
A practical advantage of Henselian rank-one valuation rings is that several techniques of Bruhat–Tits
theory, especially in [BTII, §4-5], become available. The goal of §3 and §4 is to reduce Theorem 1.3
to this case: after a limit argument that leads to the case of finite rank, we induct on the rank n of a
valuation ring V by patching torsors. The induction hypothesis implies that our G-torsor over V is a
gluing of trivial torsors. For this gluing, we choose an a P V such that the a-adic completion V ap is a
Henselian valuation ring of rank one with Kap :“ FracpV ap q; so that, V r 1a s is a valuation ring of rank
n ´ 1. Similar to the Beauville–Laszlo’s gluing of bundles, our patching is reformulated as the product
formula
GpKap q “ Im`GpV r 1a sq Ñ GpKap q˘ ¨GpV ap q. (1.4.1)
The strategy for proving this formula is a “dévissage” that establishes approximation properties of certain
subgroups of G pV a . In this procedure, techniques of algebraization [BČ20, §2] plays an important role,
especially for a Harder-type approximation (see §3) and for the following integrality of rational points.
Proposition 1.5 (Proposition 4.2). For a reductive anisotropic group scheme G over a Henselian valu-
ation ring V with fraction field K, we have GpV q “ GpKq.
Based on its special case when K “ Kap is complete due to Maculan [Mac17, Thm. 1.1], our approach to
Proposition 1.5 is a reduction to completion that rests on techniques of algebraization to approximate
schemes characterizing the anisotropicity of G pV a . Indeed, Proposition 1.5 is an anisotropic version of
the product formula (1.4.1). Proposition 1.5 is helpful, not only for the reduction to the Henselian
rank-one case, but also for the induction on Levi subgroups when reducing to the semisimple anisotropic
case in §5. After these reductions, we transfer Theorem 1.3 into the injectivity of a map of Galois
cohomologies. We conclude by taking advantage of properties of parahoric subgroups in Bruhat–Tits
theory, see Theorem 6.1.
In addition to techniques of algebraization, another crucial element of our reduction to the Henselian
rank-one case is a lifting property of maximal tori of reductive group schemes.
Lemma 1.6 (Lemma 3.3). Let G be a reductive group scheme over a local ring pR,mRq with a maximal
R{mR-torus T . If the cardinality of R{mR is at least dimpGq, then G has a maximal R-torus T such
that
TR{mR “ T.
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This strengthens a result of Grothendieck [SGA 3II, XIV, 3.20] that a maximal torus of a reductive group
scheme exists Zariski-locally on the base. By a correspondence of maximal tori and regular sections, the
novelty is to lift regular sections instead of merely proving their existence Zariski-locally. Depending on
inspection of the reasoning for loc. cit., the key point is [Bar67], which guarantees that Lie algebras over
fields with large cardinalities contain regular sections. For lifting regular sections, we need the functorial
property of Killing polynomials. Indeed, Killing polynomials over rings were defined ambiguously in
in the original literature, see [SGA 3II, XIV, 2.2]. Therefore, to establish Lemma 1.6, we first add the
supplementary details §3.1 for Killing polynomials over rings. Subsequently, for a Lie algebra with locally
constant nilpotent rank, we use the functoriality of Killing polynomials to deduce the openness of the
regular locus. This openness permits us to lift regular sections, which amounts to lifting maximal tori.
1.7. Notation and conventions. We always assume that each fibre of a reductive group scheme is
connected. For a valuation ring V , we denote by mV the maximal ideal of V . When V has finite rank
n, for the prime p Ă V of height n ´ 1 and a P mV zp, we denote by V
ap the a-adic completion of V .
For a module M finitely generated over a topological ring A, we endow M with the canonical topology
as the quotient of the product topology via π : A‘n ։ M . By [GR18, 8.3.34], this topology on M is
independent of the choice of π. In particular, we endow each finitely generated V r 1
a
s-module with the
“a-adic” topology. For a reductive group scheme G over a scheme S, by [SGA 3II, XIV, 6.1], the functor
TorpGq : Schop{S Ñ Set, S
1 ÞÑ tmaximal tori of GS1u.
is representable by a smooth affine S-scheme.
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2. The case of tori
The goal of this section is to prove the Grothendieck–Serre conjecture over valuation rings for tori
(Proposition 2.4), which is a non-Noetherian counterpart of Colliot-Thélène–Sansuc’s result [CTS87, 4.1].
In [CTS87], the authors defined flasque resolutions of tori over arbitrary base schemes, which yielded
several cohomological properties of tori over a regular scheme. In particular, they proved that for a torus
T over a semilocal regular ring R with total ring of fractions K, the following map is injective:
H1e´tpR, T q ãÑ H
1
e´tpK,T q, (2.0.1)
which is a stronger version of the Grothendieck–Serre conjecture for tori, see [CTS87, 4.1]. Nevertheless,
if we substitute R in (2.0.1) with a valuation ring V , then the method in loc. cit. does not work any
more because of the non-Noetherianness of V . Seeking an alternative argument in this case, we induct
on the rank of V and use local cohomology. This case of tori obtained in Proposition 2.4 is crucial for
subsequent steps of the proof of Theorem 1.3, such as for patching torsors (see Proposition 4.4 and 4.5).
2.1. Flasque resolution of tori. The concepts of quasitrivial and flasque tori are rooted in two special
Galois modules that then serve as character groups: permutation and flasque modules. A permuta-
tion module M over a finite group G is a finite type Z-free module with a Z-basis on which G acts
via permutations; in this case, M is of the form ‘iZrG{His for subgroups Hi Ă G. If, in addition,
H1pG,HomZpM,Qqq “ 0 for any permutation module Q, then M is flasque. For instance, if Q is a finite
Z-lattice with trivial G-action, then Q is permutation and H1pG,HompM,Qqq “ 0 for any flasque mod-
ule M . Recall that the Cartier dual of a torus T over a scheme S is a sheaf DpT q :“ HomS-gr.pT,Gm,Sq.
If for every connected component Z of S and every connected Galois cover Z 1 Ñ Z with Galois group
G splitting T , the G-module pDpT qqpZ 1q is flasque (resp., permutation), then T is flasque (resp., qua-
sitrivial). Indeed, when S is connected, every quasitrivial torus is a finite product of Weil restrictions
ResS1
i
{SpGmq for finite étale connected covers S1i Ñ S. As proved in [CTS87, 1.3.3], for a torus T over
a scheme S with finitely many connected components, there is an exact sequence of S-tori, a flasque
resolution of T :
1Ñ F Ñ P Ñ T Ñ 1, where F is flasque and P is quasitrivial. (2.1.1)
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Lemma 2.2. Let T be a torus over a valuation ring V . Then, T is isotrivial1. To be precise, there is a
Galois cover of affine schemes SpecRÑ Spec V such that TR is split.
Proof. By a limit argument [SGA 3II, XV, 3.6], there is a torus T0 over a Noetherian domain V0 Ă V
that descends T over SpecV0. Taking normalization of V0 if necessary, we may assume that V0 is normal.
By the isotriviality of tori over locally Noetherian geometrically unibranch bases [SGA 3II, X, 5.16], after
base change to V , we get a minimal Galois cover V Ñ R splitting T . 
Lemma 2.3. For a flasque torus F over a valuation ring V , the following local cohomology vanishes:
H2mV pV, F q “ 0.
Proof. We denote X “ SpecpV q and Z “ SpecpV {mV q. By excision [Mil80, III, 1.28], we may replace X
by its Henselization Xh. For a variable X-étale scheme X 1 with preimage Z 1 :“ X 1 ˆX Z, let H
q
Zp´, F q
be the étale sheafification of the presheaf X 1 ÞÑ HqZ1pX
1, F q. By the local-to-global spectral sequence
H
p
e´tpX,H
q
ZpX,F qq ñ H
p`q
Z pX,F q, ([SGA 4II, V, 6.4])
the desiredH2ZpX,F q “ 0 follows fromH
0
e´tpX,H
2
ZpX,F qq “ H
1
e´tpX,H
1
ZpX,F qq “ H
2
e´tpX,H
0
ZpX,F qq “ 0.
So first, we use [SGA 4II, VII, 5.9] to calculate the HiZpX,F q étale locally. In particular, it suffices to
compute Hq
mV
pV sh, F q for 0 ď q ď 2, where mV is a geometric point above mV and V sh is the strict
Henselization of V at mV . By [SGA 4II, V, 6.5], we have the following long exact sequence
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Hie´tpV
sh, F q Ñ Hie´tppV
shqp, F q Ñ H
i`1
mV
pV sh, F q Ñ Hi`1e´t pV
sh, F q Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ . (2.3.1)
First, we compute HqmV pV
sh, F q when q “ 0 and 2. The injectivity of H0e´tpV
sh, F q Ñ H0e´tppV
shqp, F q,
combined with the vanishing of H1e´tppV
shqp, F q and Hie´tpV
sh, F q for i “ 1, 2 (see [SP, 03QO]) imply that
H0ZpX,F q “ H
2
ZpX,F q “ 0.
It remains to calculate H1mV pV
sh, F q. From (2.3.1), we obtain the following short exact sequence
0Ñ H0e´tpV
sh, F q Ñ H0e´tppV
shqp, F q Ñ H
1
mV
pV sh, F q Ñ H1e´tpV
sh, F q “ 0,
where the last vanishing is Hilbert’s theorem 90. For the Cartier dual DpF q of F , we denote by Λ :“
DpF qpV shq the character group of F as a Z-lattice and by Λ_ :“ HomZpΛ,Zq its dual. The Cartier
duality F – DpDpF qq – HomV -gr.pDpF q,Gmq provides
H0e´tpV
sh, F q – F
`
V sh
˘
– HomV -gr.pDpF q,GmqpV
shq “ HomZpΛ, pV shqˆq – Λ_ bZ pV shqˆ,
and similarly, H0e´tppV
shqp, F q – Λ_ bZ pV shqˆp .
Subsequently, for the value group ΓV sh{p of V
sh{p2, we have the following isomorphism
H1mV pV
sh, F q “ pΛ_ bZ pV
shqˆp q{pΛ
_ bZ pV
shqˆq – Λ_ bZ ΓV sh{p.
The Henselianity of X permits us to view H1ZpX,F q as a sheaf over the site of profinite π
e´t
1 pV q :“
πe´t1 pX,mV q-sets. In particular, SpecpV {mV q is the one-point set with trivial π
e´t
1 pV q-action. By [Sch13,
3.7(iii)] derived from the Cartan–Leray spectral sequence, we obtain the first isomorphism below:
H1e´tpX,H
1
ZpX,F qq – H
1pπe´t1 pV q, H
1
mV
pV sh, F qq – H1pπe´t1 pV q,HomZpΛ,ΓV sh{pqq. (2.3.2)
To see the action of πe´t1 pV q on HomZpΛ,ΓV sh{pq, by Lemma 2.2, we first note that the π
e´t
1 pV q-action on
Λ factors through its quotient GalpY {Xq, where Y is the minimal Galois cover of X splitting F . Besides,
ΓV sh{p
[SP, 05WS]
““““ ΓpV {pqsh
[SP, 0ASK]
““““ ΓV {p,
1Recall from [SGA 3II, IX, 1.1] that a torus T over a scheme S is isotrivial, if there is a finite étale surjective
morphism of schemes S1 Ñ S such that TS1 splits.
2Here, we use the fact that for every valuation ring V with prime p, there is an isomorphism of nonunital rings
pV
„
ÝÑ pVp. To see that, we write every element in pVp as the form a{b, where a P pV and b P V zp. Since
V is the valuation ring of K, if b{a P V then b P pV , which leads to a contradiction. Therefore, we have
a{b P V , so a{b P V X pVp “ pV . In particular, we have pV sh
„
ÝÑ ppV shqp so the fraction field of V sh{p is
pV shqp{p “ V
sh{ppV shqp.
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so πe´t1 pV q acts trivially on ΓV sh{p – FracpV {pq
ˆ{pV {pqˆ. Thus, the πe´t1 pV q-action on HomZpΛ,ΓV {pq
factors through GalpY {Xq. Since πe´t1 pV q is a direct limit of the GalpXα{Xq, where Xα are Galois covers
of X , a limit argument [Ser02, §2.2, Cor. 1] reduces (2.3.2) to
H1e´tpX,H
1
ZpX,F qq » limÝÑαH
1
´
GalpXα{Xq,HomZpΛ,ΓV {pqpi
e´t
1
pXαq
¯
. (2.3.3)
We express ΓV {p as a direct limit of finitely generated Z-submodules Γi. Since Λ is Z-finitely presented,
limÝÑiPI HomZpΛ,Γiq
„
ÝÑ HomZpΛ,ΓV {pq. (2.3.4)
Combining the isomorphism (2.3.4) with a limit argument [Ser02, §2.2, Prop. 8], we reduce (2.3.3) to
limÝÑαH
1
´
GalpXα{Xq, limÝÑiPI HomZpΛ,Γiq
pie´t
1
pXαq
¯
“ limÝÑα limÝÑiPI H
1
´
GalpXα{Xq,HomZpΛ,Γiqpi
e´t
1
pXαq
¯
.
It suffices to calculate for a large α0 such that Xα0 splits F . In this situation, π
e´t
1 pXα0q acts trivially on
HomZpΛ,Γiq. Since F is a flasque torus, its character group Λ is a flasque GalpXα0{Xq-module. As afore-
mentioned, GalpXα0{Xq acts trivially on ΓV {p, so the Γi are finite Z-lattices with trivial GalpXα0{Xq-
action. The example in §2.1 implies that H1pGalpXα0{Xq,HomZpΛ,ΓV {pqq “ 0, which verifies that
H1e´tpX,H
1
ZpX,F qq “ 0. 
Proposition 2.4. For a torus T over a valuation ring V with fraction field K, the following map
H1e´tpV, T q ãÑ H
1
e´tpK,T q is injective.
Proof. Because V is a direct limit of valuation rings of finite rank (see, for instance, [BM20, 2.22]), a
limit argument for abelian sheaves [SGA 4II, VII, 5.7] reduces us to the case when V has finite rank
n. Since T is commutative, proving that H1e´tpV, T q Ñ H
1
e´tpK,T q has trivial kernel suffices. A flasque
resolution 1Ñ F Ñ P Ñ T Ñ 1 of T as (2.1.1) leads to the following commutative diagram with exact
rows
H1e´tpV, P q H
1
e´tpV, T q H
2
e´tpV, F q
H1e´tpK,P q H
1
e´tpK,T q H
2
e´tpK,F q.
Since P is quasitrivial, we have P »
ś
S1
i
ResS1
i
{ SpecVGm for finite étale connected V -schemes S1i, so
[SGA 3III new, XIX, 8.4] gives an isomorphism H1e´tpV, P q –
ś
S1
i
H1e´tpS
1
i,Gmq. By Hilbert’s theorem 90,
H1e´tpV, P q “ H
1
e´tpK,P q “ 0. Therefore, it suffices to verify that H
2
e´tpV, F q Ñ H
2
e´tpK,F q has trivial
kernel.
For this, we induct on the rank n of V . The case of V “ K is trivial, so when n ě 1, for the prime p of V
of height n´ 1, we assume that the assertion holds for Vp (which has rank n´ 1). Denote X “ SpecpV q
and Z “ SpecpV {mV q. By [SGA 4II, V, 6.5], we have the following long exact sequence:
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ H2ZpX,F q Ñ H
2
e´tpX,F q Ñ H
2
e´tpX ´ Z,F q Ñ H
3
ZpX,F q Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ . (2.4.1)
The induction hypothesis reduces us to showing that H2ZpX,F q “ 0, which is proved in Lemma 2.3. 
With Proposition 2.4, we use Lemma 2.3 to the sequence (2.4.1) to obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 2.5. Let F be a flasque torus over a valuation ring V with fraction field K, then the map
H1e´tpV, F q
„
ÝÑ H1e´tpK,F q is an isomorphism.
3. Algebraizations and a Harder-type approximation
In Proposition 3.6, we acquire a higher-height analog of Harder’s weak approximation [Har68, Satz. 2.1]
to reduce Theorem 1.3 to the case of Henselian rank one valuation rings. However, if we consider higher-
height valuations, then Harder’s argument no longer applies, see Remark 3.8. To nevertheless generalize
Harder’s result, we approximate by integral points and take advantage of techniques of algebraization
from [BČ20, §2]. These procedures invoke a lifting Lemma 3.3 for maximal tori of reductive group
schemes over local rings, which is essentially a lifting of Cartan subalgebras.
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3.1. Regular sections, Cartan subalgebras and subgroups of type (C). For a ring R, a Lie
R-algebra h that is locally free as a module and a variable R-algebra R1 such that hR1 :“ h bR R1
has constant rank, every a P hR1 has an adjoint action on x P hR1 , denoted by adpaqpxq :“ ra, xs with
characteristic polynomial PhR1 ,aptq “ t
n ` c1paqt
n´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` cnpaq P R
1rts, where n is the rank of hR1 .
For the sheaf of symmetric algebras A :“ Sym
OR
ph_q of the dual R-module h_, the associated vector
bundle of h is Wphq :“ SpecpA q. By the universal property [EGA II, 1.7.4], we identify WphqpR1q with
hR1 . For each i, consider the assignment:
ci : WphqpR1q Ñ A
1
RpR
1q, a ÞÑ pRrτ s Ñ R1, τ ÞÑ cipaqq.
Each ci is a natural transformation and determines a morphism Rrτ s Ñ ΓpA q by sending τ to an element
ci P ΓpA q. We define the Killing polynomial of h as Phptq :“ tn ` c1tn´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` cn P ΓpA qrts. By the
functorialities of the ci, the formation of Killing polynomials commutes with base change. When R is
a field k, the largest r such that Phptq is divisible by tr is the nilpotent rank of h. The nilpotent rank
of the Lie algebra of a reductive group scheme is étale-locally constant (see [SGA 3II, XV, 7.3] and
[SGA 3III new, XXII, 5.1.2, 5.1.3]). Every a P h satisfying cn´rpaq ‰ 0 is called a regular element. Let
G be a reductive group scheme over a scheme S. For the Lie algebra g of G, if a subalgebra d Ă g is
Zariski-locally a direct summand such that its geometric fibre ds at each s P S is nilpotent and equals
to its own normalizer, then σ is a Cartan subalgebra of g ([SGA 3II, XIV, 2.4]). We say an S-subgroup
D Ă G is of type (C), if D is S-smooth with connected fibres, and LiepDq Ă g is a Cartan subalgebra. A
section σ of g is a regular section, if σ is in a Cartan subalgebra such that σpsq P gs is a regular element
for all s P S. A section of g with regular fibres is quasi-regular, hence regular sections are quasi-regular.
3.2. Schemes of maximal tori. For a reductive group scheme G defined over a scheme S, the functor
TorpGq : Schop{S Ñ Set, S
1 ÞÑ tmaximal tori of GS1u.
is representable by a smooth affine S-scheme ([SGA 3II, XIV, 6.1]). For an S-scheme S1 and a maximal
torus T P TorpGqpS1q of GS1 , by [SGA 3III new, XXII, 5.8.3], the morphism
GS1 Ñ TorpGS1q, g ÞÑ gTg´1 (3.2.1)
induces an isomorphism GS1{NormGS1 pT q – TorpGS1q. Here, NormGS1 pT q is an S
1-smooth scheme (see
[SGA 3II, XI, 2.4bis]). Now, we establish the lifting property of TorpGq.
Lemma 3.3. Let G be a reductive group scheme over a local ring R with residue field κ and let Z be the
center of G. If the cardinality of κ is at least dimpG{Zq, then the following map is surjective:
TorpGqpRq։ TorpGqpκq.
Proof. By [SGA 3II, XII, 4.7c)], an isomorphism of schemes TorpGq » TorpG{Zq reduces us to the
semisimple adjoint case, where the maximal tori of G are exactly the subgroups of type (C) ([SGA 3II,
XIV, 3.18]). These subgroups are bijectively assigned by D ÞÑ LiepDq to the Cartan subalgebras of
g :“ LiepGq, see [SGA 3II, XIV, 3.9]. It suffices to lift a Cartan subalgebra c0 Ă gκ to that of g. Since
the cardinality of κ is at least dimpG{Zq “ dimpGq, by [Bar67, Thm. 1], c0 is of the form Nilpasq :“Ş
n kerpadpa
n
s qq for some as P c0. Hence [SGA 3II, XIII, 5.7] implies that as P c0 is a regular element of gs.
We take a section a of g passing through a0 and claim that V :“ ts P SpecR such that as P gs is regularu
is an open subset of SpecR. We may assume that R is reduced. Since the nilpotent rank of g is locally
constant, the Killing polynomial of g at every s P SpecR is uniformly Pgsptq “ t
rptn´r ` pc1qst
n´r´1 `
¨ ¨ ¨ ` pcn´rqsq such that pcn´rqs is nonzero. Thus, the regular locus in g is the principle open subset
tcn´r ‰ 0u Ă Wpgq so V is nonempty and open, which implies that V “ SpecR. In particular, the
regular element a0 P c0 is lifted to a quasi-regular section a P g, which by [SGA 3III new, XIV, 3.7], is
regular. By definition of regular sections, there is a Cartan subalgebra of g containing a and is the
desired lifting of c0. 
Next, we combine this lifting property with techniques of algebraization to deduce a density Lemma 3.4.
Roughly speaking, this density permits us to “replace” maximal tori of GxKa by those of GV r 1a s. Subse-
quently, we prove an approximation of Kap -points of a maximal torus ofGxKa by V r 1a s-points (Lemma 3.5).
Lemma 3.4. For a valuation ring V of finite rank n with prime p of height n´1, we choose an a P mV zp
and form the a-adic completion V ap with Kap :“ FracpV ap q. Let G be a reductive group scheme over V
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and TorpGq the scheme of maximal tori of G. We endow TorpGqpKap q with the induced a-adic topology.
Then,
the image of TorpGqpV r 1
a
sq Ñ TorpGqpKap q is dense.
Proof. Let paN q be a Cauchy sequence in V r 1a s with respect to the a-adic topology. For an integer m,
we denote the truncated sequence of paN q by paN qNěm. With termwise addition and multiplication, all
truncated Cauchy sequences form a ring CauchyěmpV r 1
a
sq. Passing to the limit, it fits into the surjection
limÝÑmě0
`
CauchyěmpV r 1
a
sq
˘
։ K
ap , paN qN ÞÑ limNÑ8 aN . (3.4.1)
Since Kap is a field, the kernel I of this map is a maximal ideal of the source. For an element x P
limÝÑmě0
`
CauchyěmpV r 1
a
sq
˘
zI, we can write it as a sequence pxN qNěN0 such that all xN are nonzero. So
pxN qNěN0 has an inverse by taking inverses termwisely. Therefore, limÝÑmě0
`
CauchyěmpV r 1
a
sq
˘
is a local
ring, whose unique maximal ideal I satisfies limÝÑmě0
`
CauchyěmpV r 1
a
sq
˘
{I “ Kap . Since TorpGq is finitely
presented and affine over V r 1
a
s, by the lifting property Lemma 3.3, we obtain the following surjection
lim
ÝÑmě0
´
TorpGq
`
CauchyěmpV r 1
a
sq
˘¯
» TorpGq
´
lim
ÝÑmě0
`
CauchyěmpV r 1
a
sq
˘¯
։ TorpGqpKap q. 
Next, we establish several open properties of certain maps to construct an open normal subgroup con-
tained in the closure of the image of GpV r 1
a
sq Ñ GpKap q.
Lemma 3.5. Let V be a valuation ring of finite rank n with prime p of height n´ 1. For an a P mV zp,
let V ap be the a-adic completion of V and Kap :“ FracpV ap q. For a reductive group scheme G over V , we
endow GpKap q with a-adic topology. Let GpV r 1a sq be the closure of the image of GpV r 1a sq Ñ GpKap q. For
a fixed maximal torus T of GxKa with minimal splitting field L0, consider the norm map
N
L0{xKa : T pL0q Ñ T pKap q.
Then, the image U of this norm map is an open subgroup of T pKap q and is contained in GpV r 1a sq.
Proof. Since TorpGq is of finite type over V , we endow TorpGqpKap q with the induced a-adic topology.
First, we prove that U is open. Note that Kap is a Henselian valued field, hence is étale-open in the sense
of [Čes15, 2.8 (2)]. the kernel R1T of the norm map Res
L0{xKapTL0q Ñ T is a torus3 hence by [SGA 3II, IX,
2.1 e)] is Kap -smooth. By the criterion [Čes15, 4.3], the norm map NL0{xKa : T pL0q Ñ T pKap q is open so
the image U :“ N
L0{xKapT pL0qq Ă T pKap q is open. The proof for U Ă GpV r 1a sq proceeds as follows.
(i) For the morphism (3.2.1), a criterion for openness [Čes15, 4.3] applies and we have the open map:
φ : GpKap q Ñ TorpGqpKap q, g ÞÑ gTg´1.
Consequently, φ sends every open neighborhood W of id P GpKap q to an open neighborhood of T .
By Lemma 3.4, the density of TorpGqpV r 1
a
sq in TorpGqpKap q implies that
φpW q X ImpTorpGqpV r 1
a
sq Ñ TorpGqpKap qq ‰ H.
Hence, there are T 1 P TorpGqpV r 1
a
sq and g PW such that gTg´1 “ T 1xKa P φpW q.
(ii) For the maximal torus T 1 P TorpGqpV r 1
a
sq found in (i), by Lemma 2.2, there is a minimal Galois
cover V r 1
a
s Ñ R splitting T 1. The base change R bV r 1
a
s K
ap » śri“1 Li is a product of a-
adically complete4 fields Li. Let ρ : πe´t1 pV r
1
a
sq Ñ GLnpZq be the πe´t1 pV r
1
a
sq-action on the lattice
Zn » HomR-gr. pT 1R,Gmq ([SGA 3II, X, 1.2]) with image Q :“ ρpπ
e´t
1 pV r
1
a
sqq. The minimality of
R amounts to that ker ρ “ πe´t1 pRq. The functoriality of étale fundamental groups [SGA 1new, V,
3One can check that R1T 1xKa is a torus: when T 1 splits after a base change (of rank k), the associated Z-module
of the corresponding base change of R1T 1xKa has trivial Galois action and is the following
Coker
´
Z
k Ñ ZrGalpL0{K
ap qsk, pniq ÞÑ pni ¨ idq¯ » ZrGalpL0{Kap q ´ tidusk, which is torsion-free.
4Since R is a finite flat V r 1
a
s-module, it is free and we have Rap “ RbV r 1
a
s K
ap so the Li are a-adically complete.
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6.1 ff.] yields τ : πe´t1 pK
ap q Ñ πe´t1 pV r 1a sq. Therefore, the kernel of ρ ˝ τ : πe´t1 pKap q Ñ Q is the étale
fundamental group of a connected component of SpecpR bV r 1
a
s K
ap q, that is, πe´t1 pLiq for all i.
Consequently, Li are minimal splitting fields of T 1xKa , so we may assume that L1 » L0.
(iii) For the maximal torus T 1 P TorpGqpV r 1
a
sq found in (i), by the argument for T in the very
beginning, the image U 1 :“ N
L0{xKapT 1pL0qq Ă T 1pKap q is open. Since the following map is
surjective
lim
ÝÑmě0
CauchyěmpRq։ Rap –śri“1 Li,
the image of Rˆ Ñ
śr
i“1 L
ˆ
i is dense. Note that T
1
R is split, so the image of T
1pRq Ñśr
i“1 T
1pLiq
pr1Ñ T 1pL0q is dense. For a u1 P U 1, there is v1 P T 1pL0q such that NL0{xKapv1q “ u1.
Hence, there is a variable r1 P T 1pRq whose image approximates v1. Taking the norm image
NR{V r 1
a
spr
1q P T 1pV r 1
a
sq of r1, we see that NR{V r 1
a
spr
1q approximates u1. Consequently, we have
U 1 Ă T 1pV r 1
a
sq.
(iv) Let pWjqjPJ be a filtered basis of open neighborhoods of id P GpK
ap q. Just as the construction in
(i), for each j P J , there are gj PWj and T 1j P TorpGqpV r
1
a
sq such that T gj :“ gjTg
´1
j “ pT
1
jqxKa P
φpWjq. By transport of structure, the norm mapNL0{xKa sends T gjpL0q to gjpNL0{xKapT pL0qqqg´1j .
Therefore, every Uj :“ NL0{xKapT gj pL0qq satisfies Uj “ gjUg´1j . For every open neighborhood
Bu Ă U of an element u P U , the subsets pW
´1
j uWjqjPJ form a basis of open neighborhood of
u, hence tg´1j ugjujPJ X Bu ‰ H, which combined with gjBug
´1
j Ă Uj Ă GpV r
1
a
sq implies that
u P GpV r 1
a
sq. Thus, U is contained in GpV r 1
a
sq. 
Now, we establish the main result Proposition 3.6 of this section by constructing an open subgroup in
the closure of GpV r 1
a
sq. Moreover, by lumping together the approximations in the case of maximal tori
(Lemma 3.5), we prove that the constructed open subgroup is normal. We will see, this normality is
crucial for the dynamic argument for root groups when proving the product formula Proposition 4.4.
Proposition 3.6. Let V be a valuation ring of finite rank n with prime p of height n´1. For an a P mV zp,
let V ap be the a-adic completion of V and Kap :“ FracpV ap q. For a reductive group scheme G over V ,
we endow GpKap q with a-adic topology. Let GpV r 1a sq be the closure of the image of GpV r 1a sq Ñ GpKap q.
Then
GpV r 1
a
sq contains an open normal subgroup N of GpKap q.
Proof.
(i) We fix a maximal torus T Ă GxKa . We denote by g the Lie algebra of GxKa and by h the Lie
algebra of T . For each g P GxKa , by [SGA 3II, XIII, 2.6 b)], the subspace gadpgq Ă g fixed by
adpgq has dimension at least dim T . We define the regular locus Greg Ă GxKa as the subscheme
containing all g P GxKa that satisfy dimpgadpgqq “ dim T . For a t P T , by the following equation
dimpgadptqq “ dimphadptqq ` dimppg{hqadptqq,
t is regular in GxKa if and only if t is regular in T , in which case we have pg{hqadptq “ 0.
(ii) Recall the open subgroup U Ă T pKap q constructed in Lemma 3.5. We claim that UXT regpKap q ‰
H. For the minimal splitting field L0 of T , we consider the norm map Nm: ResL0{xKapTL0q Ñ T .
We note that TL0 » G
n
m,L0
is isomorphic to a dense open of AnL0 . Therefore, ResL0{xKapTL0q is also
a dense open subset of AmnxKa form :“ rL0 : Kap s. The field Kap is infinite, so ´ResL0{xKapTL0q¯ pKap q
is Zariski dense and
´
Res
L0{xKapTL0q
¯
pKap q X Nm´1pT regqpKap q ‰ H. Applying Nm to this
nonempty intersection proves the claim.
(iii) For a fixed t0 P U X T regpK
ap q, by (i), we have pg{hqadpt0q “ 0. So [SGA 3II, XIII, 2.2] implies
that
f : GxKa ˆ T Ñ GxKa , pg, tq ÞÑ gtg´1
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is smooth at pid, t0q. Thus, there is an open neighborhood W of pid, t0q such that W pK
ap q Ă
GpKap q ˆ U and f |W is smooth. Translate W by GpKap q-action, there is an open neighborhood
U0 Ă U of t0 such that U0 Ă W pK
ap q and f |GpxKaqˆU0 is smooth. The criterion [Čes15, 2.9 (a)]
implies that E :“ fpGpKap q ˆU0q is an open subset of GpKap q. Let N be the subgroup of GpKap q
generated by E. Hence, N contains the open subset fpGpKap q ˆ U0q so is an open subgroup.
(iv) Since E is stable under GpKap q-conjugation, N is a normal subgroup of GpKap q. For each g P
GpKap q, we denote T g :“ gTg´1. The image Ug :“ NL0{xKapT gpL0qq satisfies Ug “ gUg´1. Using
Lemma 3.5 to T g, we have Ug Ă GpV r 1
a
sq. Since E is the union of gUg´1 for all g P GpKap q, the
closure of GpV r 1
a
sq contains E, hence contains N . 
Corollary 3.7. With the notations in Proposition 3.6, then GpV r 1
a
sq is an open subgroup of GpKap q and
GpV r 1
a
sq ¨GpV ap q “ Im`GpV r 1a sq Ñ GpKap q˘ ¨GpV ap q.
Proof. The image of GpV r 1
a
sq Ñ GpKap q is a subgroup of GpKap q, hence so is its closure GpV r 1a sq. Since
GpV r 1
a
sq contains an open subset N , it is an open (and therefore closed) subgroup of GpKap q. Because
G is affine, by [Con12, 2.2], the subgroup GpV ap q Ă GpKap q is open, hence the equality follows. 
Remark 3.8. Here, we compare Harder’s original argument with the proof of Proposition 3.6. For a
reductive group scheme H over a valued field F equipped with finitely many nontrivial nonequivalent
valuations v P V of rank one, we consider the completions Fv of F at v P V . The product
ś
vPV HpFvq is
endowed with the product topology of v-adic topologies. For the diagonal map i : HpF q Ñ
ś
vPV HpFvq,
Harder proved that the closure of ipHpF qq contains an open normal subgroup of
ś
vPV HpFvq (see [Har68]).
However, Harder’s argument is only feasible for the case of rank one. Let v be a higher-rank valuation of
F The point is, Fv is not Henselian in general, see [EP05, 2.4.6]. Without the Henselianity, the criterion
[Čes15, 4.3], which is important for Harder’s rank-one case [Guo19, proof of 2.1], does not apply.
4. Passage to the Henselian rank one case: patching by a product formula
The aim of this section is to reduce Theorem 1.3 to the case when V is a Henselian valuation ring of
rank one. The key of our reduction is the following product formula for patching trivial torsors
GpKap q “ Im`GpV r 1a sq Ñ GpKap q˘ ¨GpV ap q. (Proposition 4.4)
To show this, we establish several properties (Proposition 4.2) of an anisotropic group over a Henselian
valuation ring. Based on Maculan’s compactness [Mac17, Thm. 1.1] of anisotropic groups over complete
nonarchimedean valued fields, we use the algebraization technique in [BČ20, §2] to prove the same for the
Henselian case, generalizing its discrete valued case [Guo19, 3.6]. Subsequently, by the Harder-type ap-
proximation in Proposition 3.6, we prove the product formula, which gives the reduction Proposition 4.5.
First, we recall a criterion for anisotropicity [SGA 3III new, XXVI, 6.14], which is practically useful.
Lemma 4.1. A reductive group scheme G over a semilocal connected scheme S is anisotropic if and
only if G has no proper parabolic subgroup and radpGq contains no copy of Gm.
Precisely, to determine whether G is anisotropic, we consider the functor
ParpHq : Schop{S Ñ Set, S
1 ÞÑ tparabolic subgroups of HS1u,
which is representable by a smooth projective S-scheme (see [SGA 3III new, XXVI, 3.5]). To characterize
the splitting behaviour of tori, recall the anti-equivalence of categories in [SGA 3II, X, 1.2] 
isotrivial tori over S
( „
ÝÑ
"
finite Z-lattices with
continuous πe´t1 pSq-action
*
T ÞÑMpT q :“ Homs-gr.pTs,Gm,sq,
where s is a fixed geometric point of S that is used as the base point when forming the étale fundamental
group πe´t1 pSq. Therefore, a split subtorus of T corresponds to a quotient lattice of MpT q with trivial
πe´t1 pSq-action. By Lemma 2.2, when S is a valuation ring, the left-hand side is the category of all S-tori.
Then, we use Lemma 4.1 to establish several properties about anisotropic groups over a valuation ring.
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Proposition 4.2. Let G be a reductive group scheme over a valuation ring V with fraction field K.
(a) G is anisotropic if and only if so is GK .
(b) Suppose that V is Henselian with an element a P mV . We form the a-adic completion V
ap of V .
Then, G is anisotropic if and only if so is G pV a .
(c) If V is Henselian and G is anisotropic, then GpV q “ GpKq.
Proof.
(a) The “if” part follows, since the base change of a nontrivial split torus ofG is a nontrivial split torus
GK . For the “only if” part, we begin by assuming that G is anisotropic, which, by Lemma 4.1,
means that G has no proper parabolic subgroup and radpGq contains no copy of Gm. The
valuative criterion for the projectivity of ParpGq implies that ParpGqpKq “ ParpGqpV q “ t˚u,
where the one-point set denotes the trivial parabolic G and GK . If radpGKq “ radpGqK contains
a nontrivial split torus, then MpradpGKqq has a quotient lattice permitting trivial πe´t1 pKq-action.
Since the valuation ring V is normal, hence, by [SP, 0BQM], the map πe´t1 pKq Ñ π
e´t
1 pV q is
surjective. Because MpradpGKqq “ MpradpGqq, the right-hand term has a nontrivial quotient
lattice with trivial πe´t1 pV q-action, giving a nontrivial split subtorus of radpGq. Hence, GK is also
anisotropic.
(b) The deduction from the anisotropicity of G pV a to that of G is trivial. Assume that G pV a is not
anisotropic, it remains to show that either ParpGqpV q ‰ t˚u, or radpGq contains a copy of Gm.
If ParpGqpV ap q ‰ t˚u, then the Henselianity of V ap implies that ParpGqpV ap q ‰ t˚u. Note that
V {mV Ñ V
ap {m pV a is an isomorphism (see [SP, 05GG]), so ParpGqpV {mV q “ ParpGqpV ap {m pV aq ‰
t˚u. Since V is a-adically Henselian, by [SP, 09XJ], pV,mV q is a Henselian pair. Subsequently,
by the case t “ 1 of [BČ20, 2.2.16], the map ParpGqpV q Ñ ParpGqpV {mV q is surjective so
ParpGqpV q ‰ t˚u. Now, assume that radpG pV aq contains a copy of Gm. We consider the functor
HompGm, radpGqq : Sch
op
{V Ñ Set, R ÞÑ HomR-gr.pGm,R, radpGqRq,
which is representable by an étale locally constant group scheme (see [SGA 3II, X, 5.6]). Since
HompGm, radpGqqpV
ap q ‰ H, the sets HompGm, radpGqqpV {mV q “ HompGm, radpGqqpV ap {m pV aq
are nonempty. Since V is Henselian and HompGm, radpGqq is V -smooth, the map
HompGm, radpGqqpV q Ñ HompGm, radpGqqpV {mV q ‰ H
is surjective. Consequently, radpGq contains a copy of Gm, so by Lemma 4.1, G is not anisotropic.
(c) By [BM20, 2.22], V is a filtered direct union of valuation subrings Vi of finite rank, such that
each Vi Ñ V is a local ring map. Further, the Henselization V hi of each Vi is also a valuation
subring of V and by [SP, 0ASK] is of finite rank. Since the filtered inductive limit of Henselian
local rings along local ring maps is a Henselian local ring ([SP, 04GI]), V is a filtered direct
union of Henselian valuation subrings V hi of finite rank. Similarly, K is a filtered direct union of
Khi :“ FracpV
h
i q. Since G is finitely presented over V , there are affine group schemes Gi smooth
of finitely presented ([Nag66, Thm. 3’]) over V hi such that each base change of Gi over V is
isomorphic to G. Further, by [Con14, 3.1.11], these Gi are reductive group schemes. It is clear
that all Gi are anisotropic. By a limit argument [SP, 01ZC], we have GpV q “ limÝÑiGpV
h
i q and
GpKq “ lim
ÝÑi
GpKhi q. Subsequently, we reduce to the case when V is Henselian of finite rank n.
When n “ 0, we have V “ K is a field and the assertion is trivial. Now, we prove the case when V
is of rank one. For a P mV zt0u, we form the a-adic completion V
ap of V with Kap :“ FracpV ap q. By
(b), G pV a is anisotropic. For the nonarchimedean complete valued field Kap , by [Mac17, Thm. 1.1],
GpV ap q is a maximal bounded subgroup of GpKap q. On the other hand, a result of Bruhat–Tits–
Rousseau [Rou77, Thm. 5.2.3] shows that GpKap q is bounded. Consequently, we have GpV ap q “
GpKap q. The rank-one assumption ensures that V ãÑ V ap , so the map GpV q ãÑ GpV ap q is injective.
The fibre product V “ K ˆxKa V ap (see [SP, 0BNR]) and the affineness of G yield
GpV q
„
ÝÑ GpKq ˆ
GpxKaq GpV ap q – GpKq.
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When V is of rank n ą 1, we assume the assertion holds for the case of rank ď n´ 1 and prove
by induction. For the prime p Ă V of height n´ 1, the localization Vp and the quotient V {p are
Henselian valuation rings5. Since V is Henselian, a section of HompGm, Gq over V {mV lifts to
a section over V . Hence, GV {mV is anisotropic and so is GV {p. By (a), G is anisotropic implies
that GK and GVp are anisotropic. By the settled rank-one case and the induction hypothesis, we
have
GpV {pq “ GpVp{pVpq and GpVpq “ GpKq. (4.2.1)
The affineness of G and the fibre product V „ÝÑ Vp ˆVp{pVp V {p imply the fibre product
GpV q
„
ÝÑ GpVpq ˆGpVp{pVpq GpV {pV q. (4.2.2)
Therefore, the combination of (4.2.2) and (4.2.1) gives us the desired equation GpV q “ GpKq. 
The following lemma provides the tori version of the product formula.
Lemma 4.3. For a valuation ring V of rank n ą 0 with prime p of height n´ 1, we take an a P mV zp
and form the a-adic completion V ap with Kap :“ FracpV ap q. For a V -torus T , we have the product formula
T pKap q “ Im`T pV r 1a sq Ñ T pKap q˘ ¨ T pV ap q.
Proof. The left-hand side contains the right-hand side, so it remains to show that every element of T pKap q
is a product of elements of Im
`
T pV r 1
a
sq Ñ T pKap q˘ and T pV ap q. Consider the commutative diagram
0 T pV q T pV r 1a sq H
1
V {paqpV, T q H
1pV, T q H1pV r 1a s, T q
0 T pV hq T pV hr 1a sq H
1
V h{paqpV
h, T q H1pV h, T q H1pV hr 1a s, T q
0 T pV ap q T pKap q H1pV a{paqpV ap , T q H1pV ap , T q H1pKap , T q,
where V h is the Henselization of V and the rows are exact sequences of local cohomology [SGA 4II, V,
6.5.3]. By [SP, 0F0L], V h is also the a-Henselization of V , hence the a-adic completion of V h is V ap
(see [FK18, 0, 7.3.5]). By the tori case Proposition 2.4, the horizontal morphisms in the two rightmost
squares are injective. The excision [Mil80, III, 1.28] combined with a limit argument yield an isomorphism
H1
V {paqpV,Gq – H
1
V h{paqpV
hq. Therefore, a diagram chase gives the following product
T pV hr 1
a
sq “ Im
`
T pV r 1
a
sq Ñ T pV hr 1
a
sq
˘
¨ T pV hq (4.3.1)
By [BČ20, 2.2.16], the image of T pV hr 1
a
sq Ñ T pKap q is dense. The openness of T pV ap q in T pKap q implies
Im
`
T pV hr 1
a
sq Ñ T pKap q˘ ¨ T pV ap q “ Im`T pV hr 1a sq Ñ T pKap q˘ ¨ T pV ap q “ T pKap q. (4.3.2)
Combining (4.3.1) and (4.3.2), we obtain the product formula for the case of tori. 
Proposition 4.4. For a valuation ring V of rank n ą 0 with prime p of height n´ 1, we take a P mV zp
to form the a-adic completion V ap of V with Kap :“ FracpV ap q. For a reductive V -group scheme G, we
denote by GpV ap q its image in GpKap q and by ImpGpV r 1a sqq the image of GpV r 1a sq in GpKap q. Then,
GpKap q “ Im `GpV r 1a sq˘ ¨GpV ap q.
Proof. The right-hand side is contained in the left-hand side, so we only need to show that every element
of GpKap q is a product of elements of Im `GpV r 1a sq˘ and GpV ap q.
5By [SP, 05WQ], the rank-one valuation ring V {p is Henselian. For Vp, we use Gabber’s criterion [SP, 09XI]:
that is, we need to check that every monic polynomial of the form
fpT q “ TNpT ´ 1q ` aNT
N ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` a1T ` a0, where ai P pVp for i “ 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N and N ě 1
has a root in 1 ` pVp. Here, by the footnote 2, we identify pVp with p. By [SP, 0DYD], the Henselianity of V
implies that pV, pV q is a Henselian pair, hence pVp, pVpq satisfies Gabber’s criterion.
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The case when G pV a is anisotropic follows from Proposition 4.2. When G pV a contains no proper parabolic
subgroup and radpG pV aq contains a nontrivial split torus of G pV a , we consider the commutative diagram
0 radpGqpV ap q GpV ap q pG{ radpGqqpV ap q H1pV ap , radpGqq
0 radpGqpKap q GpKap q pG{ radpGqqpKap q H1pKap , radpGqq, (4.4.1)
where the rows are exact, and the equality follows from Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 4.2 (c). Since
radpG pV aq is a torus, by Proposition 2.4, the last vertical arrow is injective. Thus, a diagram chase gives
GpKap q “ radpGqpKap q ¨GpV ap q so the product formula for radpGq (Lemma 4.3) leads to the assertion.
By Lemma 4.1, the remaining case is when G pV a contains a proper parabolic subgroup. For a minimal
parabolic subgroup P of G pV a , we denote its unipotent radical by U :“ radupP q. As exhibited in
[SGA 3III new, XXVI, 6.11], the centralizer of a maximal split torus T Ă G pV a is a Levi subgroup L of P .
By op. cit. 2.4 ff., there is a maximal torus rT of G containing T . We denote the base change by pT :“ rTxKa ,
which is a maximal torus of GxKa . As mentioned in (i) of the proof of Lemma 3.5, the following map
φ : GpKap q Ñ TorpGqpKap q, g ÞÑ g pTg´1
is open and sends an open neighborhood W of id P GpKap q to an open neighborhood φpW q of pT P
TorpGqpKap q. By Proposition 3.6, there is an open normal subgroupN Ă GpKap q contained in Im `GpV r 1a sq˘.
Since G is affine, by [Con12, 2.2], GpV ap q Ă GpKap q is closed and open. So, N XGpV ap q is an open neigh-
borhood of identity. Similarly, the affineness of TorpGq implies that TorpGqpV ap q Ă TorpGqpKap q is closed
and open. Now, we choose W such that W Ă N X GpV ap q. Therefore, every g P W is contained in
Im
`
GpV r 1
a
sq
˘
X GpV ap q and φpW q X TorpGqpV ap q is an open subset of TorpGqpKap q containing pT . The
fibre product V „ÝÑ V r 1
a
s ˆxKa V ap ([SP, 0BNR]) and the affineness of TorpGq give the isomorphism
TorpGqpV q „ÝÑ TorpGqpV r 1
a
sq ˆ
TorpGqpxKaq TorpGqpV ap q. (4.4.2)
The density Lemma 3.4 of TorpGqpV r 1
a
sq Ñ TorpGqpKap q implies that the intersection of φpW q X
TorpGqpV ap q and Im `TorpGqpV r 1a sq˘ is nonempty, yielding a maximal torus T0 P TorpGqpV q and a
g P W such that pT0qxKa “ g pTg´1 P φpW q. By the product formula for tori (Lemma 4.3), we have
T0pK
ap q “ Im `T0pV r 1a sq˘ ¨ T0pV ap q. Taking Kap -points of pT “ g´1pT0qxKag, we deduce thatpT pKap q “ g´1T0pKap qg “ g´1Im `T0pV r 1a sq˘T0pV ap qg Ă g´1Im `GpV r 1a sq˘GpV ap qg. (4.4.3)
Since g P W is contained in Im
`
GpV r 1
a
sq
˘
XGpV ap q, (4.4.3) implies that pT pKap q Ă Im `GpV r 1a sq˘GpV ap q.
Note that Corollary 3.7 gives us ImpGpV r 1
a
sqqGpV ap q “ ImpGpV r 1a sqqGpV ap q. Consequently, we have
T pKap q Ă rT pKap q “ pT pKap q Ă Im `GpV r 1a sq˘GpV ap q. (4.4.4)
In this paragraph, we prove that UpKap q Ă Im `GpV r 1a sq˘. The maximal split torus T acts on G pV a
T ˆG pV a Ñ G pV a , pt, gq ÞÑ tgt´1,
inducing a weight decomposition LiepG pV aq “ÀαPX˚pT q LiepG pV aqα, where X˚pT q is the character lattice
of T . The subset Φ Ă X˚pT q ´ t0u such that LiepG pV aqα ‰ 0 is the relative root system of pG pV a , T q. By
[SGA 3III new, XXVI, 6.1; 7.4], LiepLq is the zero-weight space of LiepG pV aq and the set Φ` of positive
roots of the relative root datum ppG pV a , T q, X˚pT q,Φq fits into the decomposition
LiepP q “ LiepLq ‘
´À
αPΦ`
LiepG pV aqα
¯
with LiepUq “
À
αPΦ`
LiepG pV aqα.
Let rK{Kap be a Galois field extension splitting G pV a . By op. cit. 2.4 ff., there is a split maximal torus
T 1 Ă LĂK Ă PĂK of GĂK containing TĂK . The centralizer of T 1 in GĂK is itself, which is also a Levi subgroup
of a Borel rK-subgroup B Ă PĂK . The adjoint action of T 1 on GĂK induces a decomposition LiepGĂKq “À
αPX˚pT 1q LiepGĂKqα, which is a coarsening of the base change of LiepG pV aq “
À
αPX˚pT q LiepG pV aqα overrK. For the root system Φ1 with the positive set Φ1` for the Borel B, op. cit. 7.12 gives us a surjection
η : X˚pT 1q։ X˚pT q such that Φ` Ă upΦ1`q Ă Φ` Y t0u. By op. cit. 1.12, we have a decomposition
UĂK “
ś
αPΦ2 UĂK,α, LiepUĂKq “
À
αPΦ2 LiepGĂKqα,
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where Φ2 Ă Φ1` and we have isomorphisms fα : UĂK,α „ÝÑ Ga,ĂK . Since LiepLq Ă LiepG pV aq is the zero-
weight space for the T -action, the restriction to T of weights in LiepUĂKq must be nonzero, that is
ηpΦ2q Ă Φ`. For a cocharacter ξ : Gm Ñ T , the dual map η˚ : X˚pT q ãÑ X˚pT 1q of u sends ξ to a
cocharacter η˚pξq P X˚pT 1q of TĂK . The adjoint action of Gm on U induced by ξ is denoted by
ad: GmpK
ap q ˆ UpKap q Ñ UpKap q, pt, uq ÞÑ ξptquξptq´1.
For the open normal subgroup N Ă GpKap q constructed in Proposition 3.6, the intersection N X UpKap q
is open, nonempty and stable under GmpK
ap q-action. We consider the following commutative diagram
GmpK
ap q ˆ pN X UpKap qq T pKap q ˆ pN X UpKap qq N X UpKap q
GmpK
ap q ˆ UpKap q T pKap q ˆ UpKap q UpKap q
Gmp rKq ˆ Up rKq T p rKq ˆ Up rKq Up rKq.
ξ ˆ id ad
ξ ˆ id ad
ξ ˆ id ad
Let ̟ be a pseudo-uniformizer6 of pKap qˆ “ GmpKap q. For an integer m, the action of ̟m on u P UpKap q
is denoted by p̟mq ¨ u. Let ru be the image of u in Up rKq. Since ru “ śαPΦ2 fαpgαq with gα P rK, the
image of p̟mq ¨ u in Up rKq is pη˚pξqp̟mqq ru pη˚pξqp̟mqq´1, expressed as the followingś
αPΦ2 pη
˚pξqp̟mqq fαpgαq pη
˚pξqp̟mqq
´1
“
ś
αPΦ2 fα
`
p̟mqxη
˚pξq,αygα
˘
“
ś
αPΦ2 fα
`
p̟mqxξ,ηpαqygα
˘
.
Because ηpΦ2q Ă Φ`, we can choose a cocharacter ξ such that xξ, ηpαqy are strictly positive. Then, when
m grows, the element p̟mq ¨ y P Up rKq gets closer to identity, and so the same holds in UpKap q. Thus,
since N XUpKap q is an open neighbourhood of identity, every orbit of the T -action on UpKap q intersects
with N X UpKap q nontrivially. So, we have UpKap q “ ŤtPT pxKaq tpN X UpKap qqt´1 “ N X UpKap q, which
implies that UpKap q Ă N . By combining with Proposition 3.6, we conclude that
UpKap q Ă Im `GpV r 1a sq˘. (4.4.5)
Now we show that P pKap q Ă Im `GpV r 1a sq˘GpV ap q. By Proposition 4.2, the quotient H :“ L{T satisfies
HpKap q “ HpV ap q. Since T is split, Hilbert’s theorem 90 gives the vanishing in the commutative diagram
0 T pV ap q LpV ap q HpV ap q H1pV ap , T q “ 0
0 T pKap q LpKap q HpKap q H1pKap , T q “ 0 (4.4.6)
with exact rows. A diagram chase yields LpKap q “ T pKap qLpV ap q. Combining this with (4.4.4) and (4.4.5),
we conclude that
P pKap q Ă Im `GpV r 1a sq˘GpV ap q. (4.4.7)
By [SGA 3III new, XXVI, 4.3.2, 5.2], there is a parabolic Q such that P XQ “ L fitting into the surjection
radupP qpKap q ¨ radupQqpKap q։ GpKap q{P pKap q. (4.4.8)
Applying (4.4.5) to (4.4.8) gives GpKap q Ă ImpGpV r 1a sqqP pKap q, which combined with (4.4.7) yields
GpKap q Ă ImpGpV r 1a sqqGpV ap q. With the equality ImpGpV r 1a sqqGpV ap q “ ImpGpV r 1a sqqGpV ap q verified in
Corollary 3.7, we obtain the desired product formula GpKap q “ ImpGpV r 1a sqqGpV ap q. 
Proposition 4.5. For Theorem 1.3, proving that ♦ has trivial kernel for rank one Henselian V suffices.
6We say that ̟ P Kap is a pseudo-uniformizer, if ̟ P V ap and 0 ă |̟| ă 1, where | ¨ | is the absolute value on Kap .
Since Kap is of rank one, the notion of pseudo-uniformizers coincides with that of topologically nilpotent units,
which are elements of pKap qˆ such that their powers converge to 0.
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Proof. A twisting technique [Gir71, III, 2.6.1(1)] reduces us to showing that the map ♦ has trivial
kernel. The valuation ring V is a filtered direct union of valuation subrings Vi of finite rank (see, for
instance, [BM20, 2.22]). Since direct limits commute with localizations, the fraction field K “ FracpV q
is also a filtered direct union of Ki :“ FracpViq. A limit argument [Gir71, VII, 2.1.6] gives compatible
isomorphisms H1e´tpV,Gq – limÝÑiPI H
1
e´tpVi, Gq and H
1
e´tpK,Gq – limÝÑiPI H
1
e´tpKi, Gq. Thus, it suffices to
prove that ♦ has trivial kernel for V of finite rank, say n ě 0. When n “ 0, the valuation ring V “ K
is a field, so this case is trivial. Our induction hypothesis is to assume that Theorem 1.3 holds for two
kinds of valuation rings V 1: (1) for V 1 Henselian of rank one; (2) for V 1 of rank n´ 1. Indeed, (1) is only
used for the case n “ 1.
Let X be a G-torsor lying in the kernel of H1e´tpV,Gq Ñ H
1
e´tpK,Gq. For the prime p Ă V of height n´ 1,
we choose an element a P mV zp and consider the a-adic completion V
ap of V with fraction field Kap . The
induction hypothesis gives the triviality of X |V r 1
a
s hence a section s1 P X pV r
1
a
sq. Consequently, X is
trivial over Kap and by induction hypothesis again, trivial over V ap with s2 P X pV ap q. By the product
formula GpKap q “ GpV r 1a sqGpV ap q in Proposition 4.4, there are g1 P GpV r 1a sq and g2 P GpV ap q such that
g1s1 and g2s2 have the same image in X pK
ap q. Since X is affine over V , by [SP, 0BNR], we have the
fibre product X pV q „ÝÑ X pV r 1
a
sq ˆ
X pxKaq X pV ap q, which is nonempty, so the triviality of X follows. 
5. Passage to the semisimple anisotropic case
After the passage to the Henselian rank one case (see Proposition 4.5), in this section, we further reduce
Theorem 1.3 to the case when G is semisimple anisotropic, see Proposition 5.1. For this, by induction
on Levi subgroups, we reduce to the case when G contains no proper parabolic subgroups. Subsequently,
we consider the semisimple quotient of G, which is semisimple anisotropic. By using the integrality of
rational points of anisotropic groups and a diagram chase, we obtain the desired reduction.
Proposition 5.1. To prove Theorem 1.3, it suffices to show that ♦ has trivial kernel in the case when
V is a Henselian valuation ring of rank one and G is semisimple anisotropic.
Proof. First, we reduce to the case when G contains no proper parabolic subgroups. If G contains
a proper minimal parabolic P with Levi L and unipotent radical radupP q, consider the commutative
diagram
H1e´tpV, Lq H
1
e´tpV, P q H
1
e´tpV,Gq
H1e´tpK,Lq H
1
e´tpK,P q H
1
e´tpK,Gq.
lL lP lG
By [SGA 3III new, XXVI, 2.3], the left horizontal arrows are bijective. If a G-torsor X lies in kerplGq, then
it satisfies X pKq ‰ H. By [SGA 3III new, XXVI, 3.3; 3.20], the fpqc quotient X {P is representable by a
scheme which is projective over V . The valuative criterion of properness gives pX {P qpV q “ pX {P qpKq ‰
H, so we can form a fibre product Y :“ X ˆX {P SpecV from a V -point of X {P . Since YpKq ‰
H, the class rYs P kerplP q. On the other hand, the image of rYs in H1e´tpV,Gq coincides with rX s.
Consequently, the triviality of kerplLq amounts to the triviality of kerplGq. By [SGA 3III new, XXVI,
1.20] and Proposition 4.5, we reduce to proving Theorem 1.3 for V Henselian of rank one and G without
proper parabolic subgroup, more precisely, to showing that kerpH1pV,Gq Ñ H1pK,Gqq “ t˚u for such
V and G.
For the radical radpGq of G, the quotient G{ radpGq is V -anisotropic and by Proposition 4.2 satisfies
pG{ radpGqqpV q “ pG{ radpGqqpKq, fitting into the following commutative diagram
pG{ radpGqqpV q H1e´tpV, radpGqq H
1
e´tpV,Gq H
1
e´tpV,G{ radpGqq
pG{ radpGqqpKq H1e´tpK, radpGqq H
1
e´tpK,Gq H
1
e´tpK,G{ radpGqq
lpradpGqq lpGq lpG{ radpGqq
If kerplpG{ radpGqqq is trivial, then by the tori case Proposition 2.4 and a diagram chase, we conclude. 
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6. Proof of the main theorem
In this section, we finish the proof of our main result Theorem 1.3. By the reduction of Proposition 5.1, it
suffices to deal with semisimple anisotropic group schemes over Henselian valuation rings of rank one. In
this situation, we argue by using techniques in Bruhat–Tits theory and Galois cohomology to conclude.
Theorem 6.1. For a semisimple anisotropic group scheme G over a Henselian valuation ring V of rank
one with fraction field K, the following map has trivial kernel:
H1e´tpV,Gq Ñ H
1
e´tpK,Gq.
Proof. Let rV be a strict Henselization of V at mV with fraction field rK as a subfield of a separable closure
Ksep. We consider three Galois groups Γ :“ GalprV {V q, ΓĂK :“ GalpKsep{ rKq and ΓK :“ GalpKsep{Kq.
Since V is Henselian, an application [Sch13, 3.7(iii)] of the Cartan–Leray spectral sequence yields an
isomorphism H1e´tpV,Gq » H
1pΓ, GprV qq. By [SGA 4II, VIII, 2.1], we have H1e´tpK,Gq » H1pΓK , GpKsepqq.
With these bijections, it suffices to show that each of the following maps has trivial kernel
H1pΓ, GprV qq αÑ H1pΓ, Gp rKqq βÑ H1pΓK , GpKsepqq.
For β : H1pΓ, Gp rKqq Ñ H1pΓK , GpKsepqq, we invoke the inflation-restriction exact sequence [Ser02,
5.8 a)]:
0Ñ H1pG1{G2, AG2q Ñ H1pG1, Aq Ñ H1pG2, AqG1{G2 ,
for which G2 is a closed normal subgroup of a group G1 and A is a G1-group. It suffices to take
G1 :“ ΓK , G2 :“ ΓĂK , and A :“ GpKsepq.
For α : H1pΓ, GprV qq Ñ H1pΓ, Gp rKqq, let z P H1pΓ, GprV qq be a cocycle in kerα, which signifies that
there is an h P Gp rKq such that for every s P Γ, zpsq “ h´1sphq P GprV q. (6.1.1)
Now we come to Bruhat–Tits theory and consider GprV q and hGprV qh´1 as two subgroups of Gp rKq. LetĂI pGq be the building of GĂK . Since GĂK is semisimple, the extended building ĂI pGqext :“ ĂI pGq ˆ
pHomĂK-gr.pG,Gm,ĂKq_ bZ Rq has trivial vectorial part and equals to ĂI pGq. The elements of Gp rKq act
on the building ĂI pGq and for each facet F Ă ĂI pGq, we consider its stabilizer P :F and its connected
pointwise stabilizer P 0F . In fact, there are group schemes G
:
F and G
0
F over rV such that G:F prV q “ P :F and
G0F p
rV q “ P 0F , see [BTII, 4.6.28]. Note that the residue field of rV is separably closed and the closed fibre
of G rV is reductive, so, by [BTII, 4.6.22, 4.6.31], there is a special point x in the building ĂI pGq such that
the Chevalley group G rV is the stabilizer G:x “ G0x of x with connected fibres. By definition [BTII, 5.2.6],
GprV q is a parahoric subgroup of Gp rKq. Therefore, its conjugate hGprV qh´1 is also a parahoric subgroup
P 0
h´1¨x. Since Gp
rV q is Γ-invariant, every s P Γ acts on hGprV qh´1 as follows
sphGprV qh´1q “ sphqGprV qsph´1q p6.1.1q“““ hGprV qh´1.
The Γ-invariance of GprV q and hGprV qh´1 amounts to that x and h ¨ x are two fixed points of Γ in ĂI pGq.
But by [BTII, 5.2.7], the anisotropicity of GK gives the uniqueness of fixed points in ĂI pGq. Thus, we
have GprV q “ hGprV qh´1, which means that for every g P GprV q its conjugate hgh´1 fixes x. This is
equivalent to that g fixes h´1 ¨ x and to the inclusion of stabilizers P :x Ă P
:
h´1¨x. On the other hand,
every τ P P :
h´1¨x
satisfies hτh´1 ¨ x “ x, so hτh´1 P P :x “ GprV q. Since h normalizes GprV q, this inclusion
implies that τ P GprV q and P :
h´1¨x Ă Gp
rV q. Combined with P :x Ă P :h´1¨x, this gives P :x “ P :h´1¨x “ GprV q.
Therefore, the stabilizer P :
h´1¨x is also a parahoric subgroup and equals to P
0
h´1¨x. By [BTII, 4.6.29], the
equality P 0x “ P
0
h´1¨x implies that h
´1 ¨ x “ x, so h P P 0x “ GprV q, which gives the triviality of z. 
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